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Highest Quality Standards &
						Trend-Setting Solutions.
Since its inception, ELREHA has always set its goals to be a leading Manufacturer of 1st
class electronic controllers, and world class Designer of solutions for cooling and general
temperature and climate technology systems. Our focus on providing the highest standard
of service, based on professionalism, flexibility, and 100% reliability, has served to distinguish ELREHA from the competition. With our dedicated team of responsible, highly qualified,
and motivated employees, ELREHA has emerged to be a worldwide leader in its field.
ELREHA’s global footprint and unique business model provides you with an advantage to
support your global market demands. With manufacturing locations in North America,
Europe and the Middle East, there is no location out of our reach. We provide a total
package from the bare PCBs all the way to completed, tested assemblies. ELREHA’s global
R&D team’s efforts to pioneer new innovations for our own OEM products, enables us to
always bring you the latest in environmentally friendly, reliable control solutions and technology for your custom development needs.
ELREHA is a DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 certified company, with a solid commitment to continuous improvement. Our customers’ demand for 100% Quality is what sets our standards
and drives our growth to establish newer and better ways to synergize and reduce our
costs to you while still providing the best products. In terms of efficiency and reliability,
our products are always built to the highest standards.
ELREHA believes in the total service commitment to our customers and partners.
Comprehensive service and the highest quality expectations is our simple formula to
ensure our position as a leader, not only in today’s
market but in the ever changing market of the future.

Clever controlled - saves significantly more costs.

ELREHA’s vast variety of product offerings provides you with exactly what you need
to meet your specific applications. We design our products to be compatible with
one another allowing you to select the features that best suit you, including, but not
limited to, remote monitoring and controlling of complex systems from a centralized location anywhere in the world.
Our intelligent, durable devices enable you to reduce operating cost by maximizing
operation efficiency and even prolong the life expectancy of expensive mechanical
components in the system, such as compressors, fans, etc.
Contact us now, and take advantage of decades of experience.
We can control all you need.

Intelligent Regulation and Control Systems:
Refrigeration and Climate Technology
Solar Technology and Agricultural Engineering
Industrial Automation
Food & Beverage Industry
OEM-Products
...and more

Our comprehensive Product Range offers:
Digital Displays
Temperature, Humidity, Pressure and Icing
Controllers with Digital Display, Temperature
Controllers without Digital Display
Cold Storage Controllers for Walk-ins,
Refrigerated Counters, Refrigerators, Freezers
and more
Error Message Modules, Special Modules,
Data Loggers

Controllers for Compressor Compounds, 		
Condenser Fans, Chillers and Heat Pumps
Software, Interface Converters, Cables,
Accessories

Electrical Cabinets - powerful and reliable.

In close cooperation with our customers our engineers consult, design and develop
tailored, customized and cost effective solutions for refrigeration, air conditioning and
ventilation systems - Innovations for the future. The holistic view of each project and
customer requirements, as well as the individual processing features characterize the cooperation. Your satisfaction is paramount, the result is tested quality and sets standards.
Made in Germany - by ELREHA.
Profit from our many years of experience in the manufacturing of standard modules and
control gears.
We are your Full-Range Supplier - Your Advantages
Enormous time savings by our specific selection of the components
for wiring and parameterizing.
Perfectly matched modules
High value of the plant
Low running costs by optimizing procedures which are a part of the controllers
Long lifetime by using ELREHA components
First-class service and expertise from one source

Our customer service is first class
							
and comprehensive.
Take advantage of our specialists’ expertise. We are always available
to advise you.
Our services are 1st Class
Telephone consultation with our technicians and engineers
Competent on-site support
Product training at any location of your choice
Free CD collection of all product documentation available
Access to all material documentation and manuals for download 		
from our website

Who is forward looking, considers,
in addition to technology and cost,
the people.

Elektronische Regelungen GmbH
Schwetzinger Str. 103
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